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What lies ahead for the
incoming President?
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 Many Americans want a major reset of U.S. national military strategy within
clearly defined constitutional parameters;
 In addition to concerns about Islamist Terrorism there is a sense that the risk
of war between the world's major powers has returned and is growing;

 Drug-related criminality combined with chronic social decay in Central and
South America is a growing national security threat;
 Like Henry James’s “Sacred Cows,” old alliances like NATO may vanish;
 Few in congress think defense outlays will rise given the $19 Trillion debt,
thus, compelling change in military structure, modernization and C2;
 Many in congress think it’s time to reduce unneeded three and four star
overhead and commands; structural/modernization parameters must
change;

 U.S. Army's high-profile, multibillion-dollar acquisition graveyard is killing
the Nation’s Ground Force.

Latin America
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• A third of the world’s 450,000+ murders each year occur in Central
and South America and the Caribbean;
• The most dangerous cities in Latin America are located in Venezuela
(Caracas), Honduras (San Pedro Sula and Choloma), Mexico (Veracruz,
Acapulco, Nuevo Laredo, Torreón), Belize, Brazil (Ananindeua and
Maceió), and Colombia (Palmira).
Latin America and the Caribbean Basin constitute Washington’s strategic
“near abroad.”
1. Near-term: Strengthen SF, FAO, DAO support to the region;
2. Long-term: From 1846-1948, the U.S. Army secured America’s
southern border. U.S. Army should prepare to do so again;
3. Latin American is a de facto “second front” in any future war: U.S.
Army should prepare for punitive operations against overtly hostile
regimes in Central America that threaten U.S. interests/citizens.

Latin America has the highest rate of criminal violence in the world and the
highest level of impunity for homicide. Rule of Law is weak to nonexistent.

Western Europe
(Snapshots):
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FRANCE: (66 million)
 OECD: “France's fundamental economic problem is a lack of growth;”
 French Public Sector accounts for 57% of national income or GDP;
 3 million (10.2% of the French workforce) are unemployed ;

ITALY (60 million):
 in 2012 and 2013 the Italian economy contracted by 2.4% and 1.8%;
 In 2015, real Italian GDP grew by 0.8% (75% of Italy’s wealth is produced in
the North of the country);

 In 2016, Italian unemployment has averaged 11.5%;

SPAIN: (46 million)
 In 2016, GDP will likely expand to 2.8% (surge in exports);
 Spain’s Central Bank expects the economy to grow 2.7% in 2016;
 Spanish unemployment is currently 20% (people actively looking for a job
as a percentage of the labor force).

Top Concerns for Paris, Rome and Madrid: Unemployment?
Economic Growth? Muslim “Soft Invasion?” Russia in Ukraine?

Eastern Europe
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 According to OSCE 75% of the violent
attacks are initiated by the Russian
Separatists;
 The upsurge in violence and Minsk 2
violations (bringing armor and heavy
artillery to the zone of contact) in the
last 60 days created the highest level
of violence since the Russian
invasions;
 The two month drop in violence
during FALL 2015 was a function of
Moscow’s effort to build a coalition
supporting Russian strategy in Syria.

 Without capable German Army and Air Forces, an
effective defense of Central-East Europe against
future Russian attack is unrealistic.
 The combined strength of Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania and Poland together with U.S. Army and
Air Forces cannot offset this requirement.

The Near East
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Da’esh (Kaliphate), ISIS or Islamic State:
 Islamic State is a coalition of insurgent/terrorist groups;
 al Qaeda’s Jumhat al Nusra dominates Sunni opposition to Damascus;
 Damascus and Baghdad are anti-Sunni dictatorships dependent on
Iranian and Russian or (stupidly) American support to survive;
 “Moderate” Sunni Islamists don’t exist in regions contested by Shi’ite
Arabs, Kurds , or Iranians;
 In the Arab world, the Sahel, and S/SW Asia popular support is strong
for a unified, Sharia-based, Sunni Muslim Realm to destroy the Shiite,
secular, Crusader/Zionist powers;

Turkey:
 Mr. Erdogan aspires to reclaim Turkey’s position as the “core state” of
Sunni Islam;
 Ankara’s hostility to the West and Israel is unambiguous;
 Ankara’s peace with Russia is a temporary expedient.

Washington has no friends in the ME except Israel, Jordan and
selected Kurds. Endless fights to build nations out of sand
should be abandoned. U.S should avoid the Sunni-Shia War.

East Asia
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 China’s hostility to Japan means the red lines
in East Asia should be drawn in ways that
protect and enhance U.S. strategic interests,
not just Japan’s interests and aspirations;
 Japan’s use of Taiwan and Korea as
platforms for the projection of military
power against China in 1937 shapes China’s
anti-access/area denial (A2AD) strategy;
 Western analysts fear that China’s economy
is headed for a hard landing that will worsen
global deflationary pressures and drag down
stocks.

The U.S. ARMY should organize its forces to contribute theater air & missile defense, as
well as, intermediate and long-range, ground-based Strike Forces (rockets, missiles,
UCAVs, etc…) as needed for Guam/Northern Marianas (& the Philippines if required).

What do Americans think?
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CNN surveyed 1,002 adults between September 5-8
2016. Trump leads Clinton 50% to 36% among white
likely voters, narrower than Mitt Romney's 20-point
margin over Obama in 2012. Clinton leads Trump among
nonwhite voters, 75% to 13%.

Summing up the
Challenges:
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• Focus on growing threats to the United States that emanate from
criminality, terrorism and societal decay in the Caribbean Basin and
Latin America (region is a de facto second front in future wars);

• Stop investing America’s shrinking defense resources (human,
technological, and fiscal) in futile, high risk/low gain military
interventions in the Near East, Africa and Southwest Asia;
• It’s time to reexamine U.S. investment in “allies” that are doing too
little to secure their own sovereign interests (WW II ended 70 years
ago/Cold War ended 27 years ago);
• The U.S. must fund the modernization of its own nuclear strike
capabilities, long-range (sea, land, air and space-based)
surveillance, precision strike and reconnaissance assets;
• The U.S. Army’s mobile armored forces, air and missile defense
capabilities must be modernized.

Implications for the future
President:
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 Grand strategy, if it exists at all, consists of avoiding conflict, not starting
wars—time to ask: What is the Purpose? Method? End-state?;
 The US has an enduring strategic interest in securing access to the global
commons: the high seas, the atmosphere; Antarctica, and outer space;
 Peter Drucker warned: “If you want something new in military power, you
have to stop doing something old… People in military institutions are always
attached to the obsolete;”
 U.S. Military Leaders and their organizations cannot reform themselves. If
structures, modernization and thinking are to change, the President and his
appointees with help from Congress must impose the change.

“We could be at war with a great power or major regional actor within five years. The
need to address serious deficiencies in high-end combat capabilities in the near-term
(five years, let’s say) is becoming an imperative.”
Dr. Dan Goure, “The U.S. Army Defeats Itself More Often Than All Its Enemies
Combined,” The National Interest, 1 July 2016.

Strategic Implications for
U.S. Army Forces:
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 U.S. Army must organize its forces to expand the nation’s range of
strategic options—forces capable of conducting joint operations
against Nation-State and Non-State opponents;
 Army Forces must organize, train and equip for operations that
integrate functional capabilities – Maneuver, Strike, ISR,
Sustainment – across service lines within an integrated Joint C2
operational framework; an intellectual construct with
technological infrastructure.
 The Army must provide more combat power at lower cost with
less overhead;
 Army must organize into Forces-in-Being. National military power
is based on what the nation can commit now, not on mobilization
with long lead times.
 Army must abandon the industrial age reliance on mass and
emphasize quality over quantity;

What the next President
must keep in mind:
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“Deliberation is the work of many. Action of one alone.”
Brigadier General Charles de Gaulle, 1945
“Good ideas are not automatically adopted. They must be
driven into practice with courageous patience.”
Admiral Hyman Rickover, U.S. Navy, 1965
“New, revolutionary ideas pass through three stages:
(1) It's crazy, don't waste my time.
(2) It's possible, but it's not worth doing.
(3) I always said it was a good idea.”
Arthur C. Clarke, Scientist and Inventor

The speed with which those who once insisted, “It's impossible" can switch to:
“I always said it could be done," is really astounding!

Questions?
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“Bringing them home for Christmas,”
Ladies Home Journal, 1918

